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SPRING EQUINOX  

Musing 
As the wheel of the year turns, we pass through all the astrological 
signs and also the solstices and equinoxes. The solstices and 
equinoxes mark the cardinal cross (see the colours in the picture 
below). At this time we are about to move from Virgo into Libra 
which is one of the cardinal points. The point of movement onto the 
cardinal cross at Libra creates the Spring Equinox. 
Opposite Libra stands Aries which is the autumn equinox (for us 
here in the southern Hemisphere.) The Capricorn point forms the 
summer Solstice and the Cancer point the Winter Solstice (see diag). 
The whole of the cross is energized by the centre point around 
which everything revolves. 
 

 
 

 
This central pivot is the heart and turns what could be a pair in 
opposition into part of an interrelating inter dimensional vortex. 
In world events when we see such rigid paired dynamics e.g. The 
United States and North Korea, the heart and love and the dynamic 
centre are the things which will avoid the clash of the opposites. 



The heart is love and relationship and is an axis which takes us 
from a stuck form into another more open dimension. 
In terms of directions the heart adds the 5th direction to the North 
South East and West. Above and below form 2 more directions 
making the 7 sacred directions which can also be seen as a 7 
pointed star. When we feel powerless in terms of some of these 
world events involving oppositions and pairs we can invoke feel 
and bring in the 7pointed star and the 7 directions and see them 
energising the opposition and creating relationship and dynamic 
growth and the lifting out of the situation from a stuck pattern into 
a moving one. 
An activity for the spring equinox time or for dissolving rigid 
dualities in ourselves or in the world might be: 
See the situations and the oppositions involved. Bring in the energy 
of the 7 pointed star and the seven sacred directions. 
Say: 

“North South East West Above Below Within (the heart) 

By the power of the 7 directions and the 7 pointed Star 

I/We bring to this situation the power of Yin 

Repeat as many times as feels right. 

 

 Finish with ...and so it is for the good of all 
(When we say Yin we are thinking/feeling the love and compassion 
of such bodhisattvas as Quan Yin, Tara, Mother Mary and the 
Feminine Divine. It is this love and compassion that we are 
bringing into the situation to create something new). 
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